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Cyber Security in a Changing World                              

In a cyber age with countless new threats emerging every day, the 
complex task of protecting IT systems from criminal attacks becomes 
a constant challenge. The technological solutions available on the 
market provide protection against specific types of threat, but they 
are fragmentary and limited in nature. The cyber threat is generated by 
people – criminals, governments, hacktivists and other malefactors, 
who develop novel methods of attack that technology alone cannot 
foresee or effectively defend against.
In order to stop these real-world perpetrators, MER has developed a 
comprehensive solution that provides integrated aspects rather than 
a single product. This approach focuses on the customers and their 
sensitive assets, tailoring a practicable operation that will suit their 
specific needs. 

MER Solution - 360° Cyber Protection                            

The MER Cyber-Intelligence team, which accumulated vast experience in cyber warfare & Intelligence 
expertise, has developed a holistic comprehensive cyber solution composed of several complementary 
aspects that have been proven to reinforce one another.

Threat Intelligence - Taking the Initiative                               

In the ever-shifting landscape of cyber threats and attacks, having access to timely information and 
intelligence about possible threats and impending attacks is vital to protect the organization. 

Contextual information gathered from open sources and the dark net by MER’s multi-lingual team 
of experts, provides customers with a comprehensive view of the threats against them, on real life 
adversaries, their motivations and intended actions. MER experts research, monitor, and analyze 
intelligence to provide customers with periodical or per-request reports on existing and potential 
cyber threats together with prioritized recommendations for mitigation.

Based on MER timely intelligence, the organization can better anticipate breaches and security 
incidents, and thus respond quickly, decisively and effectively to confirmed breaches or attacks. This 
allows the in-house security team to proactively maneuver defense mechanisms prior to, and during 
the attack, as well as minimize its potential damage. 
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Professional Services - The Human Advantage                 

MER elite cyber-defense team brings to table cyber warfare expertise and intelligence professionalism 
at the highest level, providing an invaluable asset to any organization that needs to protect itself 
against impending threats. MER provides customers with a complete solution, and a comprehensive 
range of cyber services:

• Establishing Intelligence–driven Cyber Security Operations Center (CSOC)  -  
MER provides a complete cutting-edge CSOC solution, establishing on behalf of customers an 
updated and smart operations center that monitors the organization’s security posture at all times 
and ensuring centralized alerting and investigation. This allows the organization to proactively 
anticipate threats and breaches and respond accordingly. 

• Risk Assessment - A comprehensive review of the company’s security level, listing vulnerabilities 
and recommendations for mitigation.

• Strategic Cyber Security Plan - Designing detailed, actionable and optimized cyber security 
and business continuity plan based on the completed risk assessment.

• Incident Response Support - Emergency expert service available 24/7 to handle any case of 
breach or attack, in order to limit damages and reduce recovery time and costs. 

• Training and Mentoring - Flexible cyber security training programs from general awareness to 
advanced cyber security skills.

Orchestrating Cyber Solutions                                           

Cyber-attacks have become ever more frequent, targeted and sophisticated. Millions of warnings 
are produced by platforms, applications and numerous point solutions, making it almost impossible 
to uncover information that truly indicates a potential for real attack.
Current technology offers a wealth of cyber security products with various purposes and capabilities 
to counter cyber challenges. The MER team is constantly monitoring the market to find the best 
offerings at the forefront of security knowledge about defense capabilities. These are being used in 
integrated solutions that deliver a high ROI through an emphasis on analytical cyber products, which 
allows cyber specialists to address the main issues and real threats. 
In order to implement a security operation that will best suit the customer’s cyber security needs, 
the MER team surveys existing defenses, replaces and upgrades existing products and adding an 
analytical layer. MER also provides tailored professional training to ensure a seamless operation of 
the organizational cyber security solution.

MER brings to cyber security a comprehensive, holistic outlook which is translated 
into effective practicable solutions tailored for each organization, based on thorough 
professional knowledge and a deep commitment to the success of the customer.


